Marine Knowledge Gate

Inventory of European and National funded Marine Science and Technology Projects and their Knowledge Outputs

http://www.kg.eurocean.org/
Use EurOcean_KG to find out for Marine Research.

- How Many Institutions
- How Many Projects
- How Much Allocated Funding
- Who Are The Top Performers
- What Has Been Achieved
Evolution

2007
- EurOcean MAP

European Projects (e.g. FP6, INTERREG, COST, LIFE)
+ FP7
+ Institutions
+ Project Knowledge Outputs

2012
- EurOcean KG 1,0

+ National Projects
+ Other EU Programmes (e.g. DG MARE, IMP, IMP)

2013
- EurOcean KG 2,0

???
- EurOcean KG 3,0

> 6,000 Projects
> 20 Programmes
> 1,800 KO’s
EurOcean_KG

Connect: See who is doing what

Extract: Check what has been done

Advance: Fast track your own work

Inform: Let others know what you've accomplished
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